WHO-CDC 'Gates Pandemic
Model'
U.S. Surgeon General Drops Outdated Models. US goes for unlocking
country

The United States Surgeon General Jerome Adams recently announced on live radio that the
Coronavirus Task Force will be dropping old pandemic models from the Center for Disease
Control (CDC) and World Health Organization (WHO) in favor of real-time statistics.
"What the American people need to know now is we actually have data, and so we're tracking that
data."
Jerome Adams

As a result of this shift, some businesses are set to re-open in May, while others will have to wait
until as late as June.
This signals a departure from the Gates Fauci plan of keeping the nation under lockdown as long
as possible.
Older models have predicted as many as a million deaths, which later were reduced to about
100,000-240,000, then again to 93,531, 81,766, and finally to the current number of 60,145 by
August.

That's less than the number of people who died of the flu during the particularly bad season of
2017-2018.
Using these unreliable models, Dr. Fauci and Bill Gates have been threatening shutdowns of
businesses for anywhere from six months to a year and until they can get the public inoculated
with a new, minimally tested vaccine.
Some experts have called this a,
"grossly disproportionate response".
"We're following this data every single day, and we're giving that data to communities so that they can
make informed and intelligent decisions about when and where to reopen," Adams said.

Even a lift on federal bans would not allow every business to re-open as many states have added
another layer of control over their respective economies.
"I feel confident that some places will start to reopen in May and June. Other places won't; it will be
piece by piece, bit by bit, but will be data-driven."

There has been a lot of talk recently about not letting the "cure" be worse than the disease.
Closing down businesses has drastically affected the economy and as a result, quarantine is
driving many to drugs, domestic violence, and suicide.
"But when it comes to suicide, all factors are pushing in the same direction now.
Lack of income, lack of job security, isolation, reduced access to mental health services
will all increase suicide risk.
I'm confident of that," said Richard Dunn, an associate professor of economics at the University of
Connecticut.

In a tragic event, one teenage woman from the United Kingdom committed suicide in March after
warning her family that,
"more people will die from suicide during this than the virus itself."
"Lockdown mandates… are sending the economy into a tailspin and wreaking havoc with our
liberties," says constitutional scholar John W. Whitehead, as many are wondering whether the
government should retain the right to shut down private businesses and force healthy people into
quarantine at all.

Now that the Trump Administration is using real-time data instead of 'predictive models,' they
suspect that the coronavirus pandemic will be much less destructive than they had ever thought
before, while the economy is set to re-open in record time.
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I hope Europe will do the same. This Pandemic will be seen as misleading hysterical event and a
economical disaster! Rothschild his toilet paper will not work anymore. Governments will have to
choose for their people not for ELITE MAFIA anymore! Let ALL banks and pharmaceuticals pay
for this economical disaster in stead of being helped with our tax money or earning our tax money
by vaccinating all people, even ift hey have to force everyone by ‘LAW’.
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia3/ciencia_virus117.htm (We humans are responsible for
ALL CORONA VIRUSES because of ECONOMIC GROWTH. This GROWTH will become
our DEATH somehow!)
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia3/ciencia_coronavirus40.htm#U.S.%20Surgeon
%20General%20Drops%20Outdated%20WHO,%20CDC,%20Gates%20Pandemic%20Model
(Gates and Fauci were wrong from the beginning, see SWEDEN! It is already over in the country!)
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_depopu57.htm#Bill_Gates_Admits_
Vaccines_Are_Used_for_Human_Depopulation_ (video ‘censored’ by YouTube)
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_win-micro-gates29.htm
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_win-micro-gates14.htm (video
‘censored’ by YouTube)

https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/salud/salud_vacunas210.htm (implant that automatically
vaccinate baby’s and Gates)
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/salud/salud_vacunas50.htm (vaccine nanotechnolgy and Gates)
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/salud/salud_vacunas75.htm (vaccinate all kids on the planet and
Gates)
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica2/esp_sociopol_nwo281.htm (Gates foundation run
a coronavirus pandemic simulation October/November 2019 called EVENT 201)
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_win-micro-gates13.htm (Gates buys
eugenic tech from MERCK)
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_win-micro-gates31.htm (NSA says Gates
lies about SKYPE SECURITY)
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_win-micro-gates08.htm (About Bill and
Melinda GATES of HELL Foundation)
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_win-micro-gates39.htm (The real Agenda
of the Gates Foundation)
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/archivos_pdf/just_anotheremperor.pdf (Gates: uncrowned king
of the World!)
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_globalbanking203.htm (World Bank,
Gates and Soros)
Not yet convinced BILL an Melinda GATES are criminals and all Banks, Ngo’s and most KNOWN
Foundations are Mafia VENTURES?
THE FRIENDLY FACE OF DEPOPULATION, that is what the GATES FOUNDATION really is!

